
Quarterly fund performance update 
As of December 31, 2022

Fund highlights
Below is information on what specifically affected the performance of each fund, and how the Portfolio Manager is positioning the fund going forward.

Contributors (factors that helped 
performance)

Detractors (factors that hindered 
performance)

Positioning at quarter end Outlook: short-term and long-term

Scotia Money Market Fund (US$)

 < The gross yield for the Fund increased from 
2.76% to 4.04% during the quarter

 < This was due to interest rate increases by the 
U.S. Federal Reserve of 0.75% and 0.50% 
during the quarter

 < Fund performance was enhanced by 
exposure to Secured Overnight Financing 
Rate notes (SOFR), which benefitted from the 
increase in interest rates

 < Longer-term money market instruments 
did not increase as much as shorter-term 
instruments in this rapidly increasing interest 
rate environment, which detracted from 
returns

 < Increased holdings of one-month commercial 
paper and longer-term provincial and 
corporate money market instruments due to 
their higher yield

 < A lower average term to maturity than the 
benchmark to enhance liquidity and to allow 
for matured holdings to be reinvested at 
higher rates

 < A higher average credit rating than the 
benchmark to reduce risk

 < The U.S. Federal Reserve may continue 
to increase interest rates due to strong 
employment, which is near a record low and 
persistently high services inflation

 < A high interest rate policy may be maintained 
for longer than forecast to ensure that 
inflation does not increase

Scotia US Dollar Bond Fund (US$)

 < The Fund had a return of 1.61%, net of fees, 
during the quarter

 < Interest rate strategies, including a lower 
duration, and yield curve positioning with 
a lower allocation to longer term bonds, 
contributed to fund performance

 < A higher allocation to Agency MBS 
contributed to fund performance due to 
higher prices, resulting from the decrease, or 
narrowing, in credit spreads

 < A lower allocation than the benchmark to 
investment grade corporate bonds detracted 
from relative fund performance due to higher 
bond prices, resulting from the decrease, or 
narrowing, in credit spreads

 < A lower duration than the benchmark with a 
lower allocation to longer term bonds

 < Short exposure to Japanese interest rates 
due to potentially higher yields resulting from 
inflation and the normalization of monetary 
policy 

 < Increased allocation to Agency MBS with 
higher coupons due to their valuation and 
less impact from the US Fed’s unwinding of 
its holdings   

 < A lower allocation to investment grade 
corporate bonds, with exposure to high 
quality issuers due to the potential for wider 
credit spreads

 < U.S. Inflation remains elevated, although it 
continues to decelerate

 < The forecasted terminal interest rate in the 
U.S. has shifted higher with the potential for 
several rate hikes in 2023 

 < A high interest rate policy may be maintained 
for longer than forecast to ensure that 
inflation does not increase
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Contributors (factors that helped 
performance)

Detractors (factors that hindered 
performance)

Positioning at quarter end Outlook: short-term and long-term

Scotia Caribbean Income Fund (US$)

 < The Fund’s overweight allocation and 
selection of non-Caribbean government 
bonds versus the benchmark

 < Underweight allocation and selection of 
Caribbean government bonds 

 < Overweight allocation and selection of 
corporate bonds

 < Increase exposure to money market securities 

 < Reduce Fund’s duration based on interest rate 
outlook

 < Continued increase in interest rates by the US 
Federal Reserve, albeit at a slower pace

 < Slowdown in economic growth

 < Inverted US treasury yield curve

 < Reduced volatility in bond market

Scotia Trinidad and Tobago Fixed Income Fund (TT$)

 < Selection of, and an underweight allocation 
to Foreign Corporate Bonds were the largest 
positive contributors to the Fund’s out-
performance versus its benchmark over a 
1-year period. As US interest rates rose and 
bond spreads widened the Fund’s relative 
underweight exposure to longer duration 
bonds, as well as the individual security 
selection, led to the outperformance of the 
Fund’s benchmark index.

 < The Fund’s underweight allocation to and 
selection of Foreign Government Bonds also 
positively contributed towards the Fund’s 
out-performance versus its benchmark as 
regional sovereign bond prices declined over 
the period in response to the dual threat of 
tightening monetary policy in the US and 
slowing global economic growth.

 < The Fund’s selection of Trinidad Local Bonds 
was the single largest detractor from its 
relative performance versus the benchmark 
as short to medium term Government of the 
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago (GORTT 
rates increased, pushing shorter tenor bond 
prices of lower.

 < The Fund’s allocation to Mutual Funds 
also negatively impacted performance 
versus the benchmark given the negative 
price movements across the fixed income 
complex and there not being a mutual fund 
component in the Fund’s Benchmark.

 < The Fund maintained its relatively shorter 
duration local corporate, and cash equivalent 
positioning versus the benchmark. Net cash 
outflows as well as a dearth of new bond 
offerings in the market limited the Fund’s 
investment activity over Q3 and Q4. A long 
GORT bond holding was liquidated to meet 
liquidity requirements.

 < The Fund actively reinvested USD maturity 
proceeds and coupon receipts into both mid 
tenor (4 – 7 year) US Corporate and regional 
Sovereign Investment Grade issues, taking 
advantage of the higher yields on offer while 
also improving the Fund’s overall credit rating. 
This should serve to boosts investor returns 
and reduce credit risk going forward.

 < Fund is tactically overweight TTD vs USD as 
rising rates in the international market have 
resulted in significant price declines in global 
bonds. Going forward, with higher rates 
now available in the international markets, 
the Fund will seek to actively increase its 
international holdings by converting any 
excess TTD liquidly into USD for investment.

 < The IMF estimates TT economy will grow by 
5.5% in 2022 and 3.0% in 2023, following 
contraction of -1% in 2021. Growth is expected 
to be driven by higher energy prices, which 
are forecast to persist into 2023.

 < The short end of the TT yield curve is 
expected to continue its advance in 2023 in 
response to higher international rates, the 
widening negative differential now in place 
with US short term rates, and an anticipated 
shift in local monetary policy as inflation 
in the local market becomes increasingly 
entrenched.

 < The portfolio continues to favor amortizing 
and/or short to mid tenor TTD corporate and 
Government Agency securities which provide 
an opportunity to re-invest future cash flows 
at higher yields in the short term.

 < Following the sharp rise in short term 
US rates, current yields on USD bonds 
now look the most attractive in a decade. 
Where liquidity and FX availability allows, 
management will seek to incrementally 
increase its international bond holdings with 
a focus on both sovereign and US corporate 
mid-tenor investment grade issues.                                                                                                             
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Contributors (factors that helped 
performance)

Detractors (factors that hindered 
performance)

Positioning at quarter end Outlook: short-term and long-term

Scotia Global Equity Fund (US$)

 < The Fund had a return of 11.59%, net of fees, 
during the quarter

 < The Fund’s allocation to the Dividend and 
Quality factors outperformed

 < The Fund’s leading contributors were 
companies in the Consumer Cyclical, 
Technology and Communication Services 
sectors

 < The Fund’s foreign outperformed its U.S. 
holdings

 < The Fund’s allocation to the Low Volatility and 
Small Cap factors detracted from returns

 < The Fund’s leading detractors were 
companies in the Industrials, Healthcare and 
Financial Services sectors

 < The Fund’s allocation to Emerging Markets 
detracted from returns during the quarter

 < The Fund is conservatively invested in high 
quality, dividend paying businesses

 < The Fund had a higher allocation than the 
benchmark to Consumer Staples, Industrials, 
Utilities, Energy, Financial Services and a 
lower allocation to Technology, Consumer 
Discretionary and Communication Services

 < The Fund has a regional allocation of 
approximately 60% US, 28% developed 
international, and 12% emerging markets

 < Equity valuations improved in all regions due 
to the broad decline in prices

 < Earnings growth continued to slow due to 
weaker demand, higher interest rates and an 
increase in costs

 < Central banks may maintain a high interest 
rate policy and are at risk of over tightening to 
reduce inflation

 < Inflation has been persistently high, primarily 
due to the cost of services

Scotia US Equity Fund (US$)

 < The Fund had a return of 10.75%, net of fees, 
during the quarter

 < The Fund’s allocation to the Dividend and 
Quality factors outperformed 

 < The Fund’s leading contributors were 
companies in the Consumer Cyclical, 
Technology and Communication Services 
sectors

 < The Fund’s allocation to the Low Volatility and 
Small Cap factors detracted from returns

 < The Fund’s leading detractors were 
companies in the Industrials, Financial 
Services and Healthcare sectors

 < The Fund is conservatively invested in high 
quality, dividend paying business

 < The Fund has a significantly higher allocation 
than the benchmark to Consumer Staples 
and Industrials and a significantly lower 
allocation to the Technology, Communication 
Services and Consumer Discretionary sectors

 < Equity valuations improved due to the broad 
decline in prices

 < Earnings growth continued to slow due to 
weaker demand, higher interest rates and an 
increase in costs

 < Central banks may maintain a high interest 
rate policy and are at risk of over tightening to 
reduce inflation

 < Inflation has been persistently high, primarily 
due to the cost of services

Scotia Canadian Equity Fund (US$)

 < The Fund had a return of 5.01% during the 
quarter

 < The Fund’s largest contributors to quarterly 
returns were Air Products & Chemicals, 
Prairiesky Energy Royalty and Restaurant 
Brands International

 < The Fund’s investments in the 
Communication Services sector contributed 
the most to quarterly fund returns

 < The Fund’s largest detractors from quarterly 
returns were Amazon, Brookfield Asset 
Management and Nutrien Fertilizer

 < The Consumer Discretionary and Materials 
sectors detracted the most from quarterly 
fund returns, due to the selection of securities

 < The Fund remains defensively positioned with 
a higher relative allocation to Technology and 
Healthcare and a lower relative allocation to 
Energy and Financials 

 < The Fund is conservatively invested in high 
quality businesses with sound business 
models, strong management, solid 
fundamentals and a sufficient margin of 
safety

 < The Fund had 16% of its assets invested in 
the U.S., in industries with more investment 
opportunities than 

 < The outlook for Canadian equities is 
supported by attractive valuations, a large 
number of commodity and value stocks that 
have the potential to outperform, and a 
stable political system

 < Inflation has remained high due to low 
unemployment and wage increases, despite 
lower prices for housing, commodities, and 
shipping

 < The Bank of Canada is expected to maintain 
a high interest rate policy to reduce inflation, 
with the risk that they overtighten and 
slow growth that is supportive of capital 
investment
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Contributors (factors that helped 
performance)

Detractors (factors that hindered 
performance)

Positioning at quarter end Outlook: short-term and long-term

Scotia Trinidad and Tobago Growth and Income Fund (TT$)

 < The Fund’s underweight exposure to Foreign 
Equities was the largest positive contributor 
to its out-performance versus the benchmark 
YTD as international markets declined by 
over 20% year to date against a backdrop of 
persistent inflation, rising interest rates, and 
geopolitical risks. 

 < The Fund’s selection of and underweight 
allocation to TT Cross Listed Equities 
also contributed positively to its relative 
performance. Namely, an underweight 
exposure to National Commercial Bank 
Jamaica which underperformed, and 
overweight exposure to JMMB Bank which 
outperformed lea to outperformance of the 
TT Cross Listed Index.

 < The Fund’s Selection of All T&T Equities was 
it’s the largest detractor from performance 
versus the benchmark, driven by an 
overweight exposure to MASSY Holdings 
Limited and underweight to Scotiabank TT

 < The Fund’s mutual funds holdings also 
detracted from relative performance given 
negative returns and there not being a mutual 
fund component to the benchmark. 

 < Absolute TT equity holdings were maintained 
at equal weight versus the benchmark with 
select purchases of preferred names as 
YTD price declines provided purchasing 
opportunities. 

 < Total US equities holdings also increased over 
the period as the Fund converted TTD to 
USD for investment. Management continues 
to purchase both broad market and ‘value’ 
sector ETFs, taking advantage of the ongoing 
market pullback as an entry opportunity.

 < We seek to tactically overweight fixed income 
holdings given reduced perceived upside 
available for TTD equities over the short term.  

 < Mutual Fund holdings have been materially 
reduced given negative performance YTD.

 < The TT Composite Equity Index declined 
over Q3 22 as large cap names slipped lower 
despite most companies posting improved 
profits as economic activity continues to 
improve since the COVID shocks. Rising 
inflation and higher interest rates will pose 
a challenge to valuations going forward, 
however upside potential remains in 
companies reporting revenue growth.  

 < The S&P 500 Index remained volatile over 
Q3, ending the quarter near a YTD low of 
-22% as concerns surrounding inflation and 
further rate hikes saw investors exiting the 
market. Volatility is expected to continue over 
the short term, or at least until clear signs of 
inflation beginning its retreat are evident. The 
Fund will continue to prudently increase its 
USD equity holdings into Q4 with a focus on 
“Value” sectors

Scotia T&T Short Term Income Fund

 < The Fund benefitted from its holdings of 
short-term corporate investments including 
bonds, commercial paper, term deposits and 
repurchase agreements.

 < Fund also benefited from having locked 
in higher yields on its Government of the 
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago (GORTT 
bond holdings than currently available in the 
market. 

 < Overweight cash holdings due to significant 
inflows detracted from Fund performance. 
Management is working to place this cash into 
earning assets to improve overall yield and 
investor return. 

 < Cash continues to be placed into earning 
assets, developing a laddered maturity profile 
to assist with liquidity management while 
maximizing yield by adding few longer dated 
assets

 < Local Short-Term interest rates are expected 
to continue to increase over second half of 
2022 but to remain below pre-COVID levels as 
Government of the Republic of Trinidad and 
Tobago (GORTT aims to stimulate credit and 
by extension economic growth 

 < As yields rise the Fund’s return to investors is 
also expected to increase
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Historical fund and portfolio performance
As of Decenber 31, 2022, all data is reported in the base currency of the Fund.  Returns are net of management fees and fund expenses are expressed as a 
percentage which are based on Class A assets and currencies. Returns are annualized with the exception of periods less than one year.

*Blended benchmark: 10% 90 day T-Bill, 10% ICE BofA US Corporate Index, 20% Government- Related Bonds, and 60% Trinidad & Tobago Local Bonds
** Blended benchmark: 10% 90-day T-Bill, 10% TT Cross-Listed Stock Market Index, 20% Trinidad & Tobago Local Bonds, 30% S&P 500 Index, and 30% All Trinidad & Tobago Stock Market Index. The above benchmarks (and composite benchmarks) are selected 
based on characteristics representative of the individual funds.The performance data provided is for Class A and is net of all applicable fund expenses and management fees, assumes reinvestment of all dividends/distributions at the Unit Price immediately after 
the distribution, but does not take into account sales charges, redemptions, distributions or taxes that would have reduced returns. Performance is subject to variation and is likely to change over time. Past performance should not be treated as an indicator of 
future performance. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. The performance data provided is not intended to reflect future value of any mutual fund or returns on investment in any mutual fund.

Funds Inception 
date

1 month 3 months 6 months YTD 1 year 3 years 5 years 10 years Since 
inception

Scotia Money Market Fund Series A 10/27/1999 0.27 0.68 1.00 1.04 1.04 0.47 0.90 0.51 1.38

Benchmark 1: ICE BofAML 0-3 M US Trsy Bill TR USD 0.38 0.88 1.53 1.37 1.53 0.70 1.23 0.73

Scotia US Dollar Bond Fund Series A 12/21/1992 0.94 1.61 -2.78 -15.75 -15.75 -3.80 -1.24 -0.62 3.10

Benchmark 1: ICE BofAML US Corp&Govt TR USD -0.45 1.87 -13.01 -2.97 -13.01 -2.71 0.18 1.17

Scotia Caribbean Income Fund Series A 03/31/2009 0.77 4.56 3.04 -6.21 -6.21 -2.34 -0.28 1.25 3.38

Scotia Caribbean Bond Index 0.72 6.25 4.58 -4.26 -4.26 0.42 2.54 N/A

Trinidad and Tobago Short Term Income Fund Series AT 03/05/2021 0.11 0.34 0.64 1.10 1.10 0.96

TTSTIF Benchmark 0.06 0.16 0.29 0.45 0.45

Trinidad and Tobago Fixed Income Fund Class AT 10/17/2013 0.39 1.36 1.14 -0.39 -0.39 0.63 1.24 0.00 1.06

Blended Benchmark -0.76 0.85 0.01 -1.27 -1.27 2.36 N/A N/A

Scotia Global Equity Fund Series A 06/23/1994 -3.82 11.59 2.63 -15.75 -15.75 -0.07 -1.08 5.68 4.18

Benchmark 1: MSCI ACWI NR USD -3.93 9.76 -18.36 2.28 -18.36 4.00 5.23 7.98

Scotia US Equity Fund Series A 10/27/1999 -4.92 10.75 4.18 -14.24 -14.24 2.93 3.42 8.91 2.99

Benchmark 1: S&P 500 TR USD -5.76 7.56 -18.11 2.31 -18.11 7.66 9.42 12.56

Scotia Canadian Equity Fund Series A (U$) 06/23/1994 -5.39 5.01 0.57 -8.95 -8.95 4.97 2.79 1.30 5.39
Benchmark 1: S&P/TSX Composite TR USD -4.84 7.46 -12.22 -0.54 -12.22 5.98 5.19 4.47
Trinidad and Tobago Growth and Income Fund Class AT 10/17/2013 -0.88 0.88 -1.93 -10.48 -10.48 -0.37 3.26 N/A 2.30
Blended Benchmark -1.40 1.87 -0.37 -8.03 -8.03 3.97 N/A N/A
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Legal disclaimer
Important information concerning the investment goals, risks, charges and expenses of investing in the mutual funds contained in the Portfolio are contained in the relevant prospectus. Investors should carefully 
consider these before investing. Copies are available from the financial institution where you are buying the portfolio. Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investing in mutual 
funds. Mutual funds are not guaranteed or covered by your local deposit insurance corporation, other government deposit insurer, the Bank of Nova Scotia, or its subsidiaries/affiliates. Their values change 
frequently, including the amount of income that you may receive (where applicable), and you may not get back the original amount you invested. Information on performance provided herein is subject to variation 
and is likely to change over time. Past performance may not be repeated and should not be treated as an indicator of future performance. The indicated rates of return are the historical returns including changes in 
share value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales charges or fees, redemptions, distributions or optional charges or income taxes payable by any security holder that would have 
reduced returns. The foregoing is for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice. Always consult your professional tax and legal advisors with respect to your particular circumstances. 
Nothing herein is intended to constitute an offer or solicitation to transact business for products or services in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be unlawful. This does not constitute an 
invitation to purchase or sell shares of the funds. Scotia Funds (formerly Scotiabank Mutual Funds) is the brand name under which The Scotiabank Group of Companies, including Scotiabank & Trust (Cayman) 
Ltd. and Scotia Investments Jamaica Limited, markets and distributes mutual funds. 1832 Asset Management L.P. is a limited partnership, the general partner of which is wholly owned by Scotiabank and is the 
Investment Fund Manager for Scotia Funds and Dynamic Funds. Receipts for the prospectus of the funds mentioned herein have been issued by the Trinidad and Tobago Securities & Exchange Commission who
have not in any way evaluated the merits of these securities. Up to date net asset value information of the Scotia Funds can be found on Bloomberg, in the Equities section, and on the Cayman Islands Stock 
Exchange (CSX), website www.csx.ky under “Scotiabank”. Up to date net asset value information of the Trinidad and Tobago Fixed Income Fund and the Trinidad and Tobago Growth Fund can be found on the 
website https://tt.scotiabank.com/personal/rates-and-fees/mutual-funds.html. Mutual funds sold in Trinidad and Tobago are registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission of Trinidad and Tobago.
TM Trademark of the Bank of Nova Scotia, used under license.


